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Abstract
We study the inflationary perturbations in general (classically) scale-invariant the-
ories. Such scenario is motivated by the hierarchy problem and provides natural
inflationary potentials and dark matter candidates. We analyse in detail all sec-
tors (the scalar, vector and tensor perturbations) giving general formulæ for the
potentially observable power spectra, as well as for the curvature spectral index
ns and the tensor-to-scalar ratio r. We show that the conserved Hamiltonian for
all perturbations does not feature negative energies even in the presence of the
Weyl-squared term if the appropriate quantization is performed and argue that
this term does not lead to phenomenological problems at least in some relevant
setups. The general formulæ are then applied to a concrete no-scale model, which
includes the higgs and a scalar, “the planckion”, whose vacuum expectation value
generates the Planck mass. Inflation can be triggered by a combination of the
planckion and the Starobinsky scalar and we show that no tension with obser-
vations is present even in the case of pure planckion-inflation, if the coefficient
of the Weyl-squared term is large enough. In general, even quadratic inflation is
allowed in this case. Moreover, the Weyl-squared term leads to an isocurvature
mode, which currently satisfies the observational bounds, but may be detectable
with future experiments.
——————————————————————————————————————————–
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1 Introduction
Theories with (classical) scale-invariance provide a dynamical origin of all mass scales [1–6] and
present a number of interesting aspects. They lead to naturally flat inflationary potentials [3,7–13]
and dark matter candidates [10, 14–17] and represent an interesting framework to address the
hierarchy problem [3, 4, 10, 14, 16, 18–25]. This no-scale principle has also the virtue of being
predictive as only dimension-four operators are allowed in the classical Lagrangian, which can be
viewed as a strong constraint on the allowed free parameters.
The absence of mass parameters implies that the pure gravitational piece of the Lagrangian is
quadratic in the curvature tensors. The most general gravitational Lagrangian can be shown to
be the sum of the Ricci scalar squared R2 and the Weyl-squared terms (modulo total derivatives).
In order to solve the hierarchy problem in this framework including gravity it is necessary that the
coefficients of these two terms be large enough, which corresponds to small enough gravitational
couplings [3, 10]. The lower bound on the coefficient of R2 depends on the non-minimal coupling
between R and the scalar fields (another possible scale-invariant term in the Lagrangian) [10]. The
lower bound on the Weyl-squared term is instead model-independent and, as we will see, leads to
potentially observable effects in cosmology.
Therefore, if one supposes that nature does not have fundamental scales and all observed
masses are in fact dynamically generated one is led to conjecture that the fundamental theory
of gravity contains only terms quadratic in curvature in addition to all possible scale-invariant
couplings to matter. Moreover, the requirement that this four-derivative gravity theory cures the
Higgs naturalness problem leads to the possibility of testing this hypothesis with observations of
the early universe.
This scenario is indeed known to provide a renormalizable theory of gravity and of all other
interactions [3,26]. The price to pay is the presence of a ghost, a field whose quanta should include
negative norms. This field has spin-2 and a mass M2 fixed by the coefficient of the Weyl-squared
term; the above-mentioned naturalness bound corresponds to M2 . 1011 GeV [3], realising in
an explicit theory the softened gravity idea of [27]: for energies below M2 one recovers general
relativity coupled to an ordinary matter sector [28], while above the threshold M2 gravity gets
softened compared to the behaviour in Einstein’s gravity. It has been proposed that such theory
could make sense aboveM2 as a Lee-Wick theory [29–32]: the ghost is unstable and does not appear
among the asymptotic states, leading to a unitary S-matrix. Also, there has been recent progress
on the quantum mechanics of four-derivative theories [33, 34] and a renewed further interest in
four-derivative gravity [35–47]. Refs. [48, 49] claimed, however, that the Lee-Wick option might
result in a violation of causality. Our approach to this problem in the present work is practical:
we wish to understand whether such particle can be compatible with the available observations
of the early universe we have. We leave the analysis of the remaining theoretical issues for future
work.
The present work is intended to be a complete study of inflationary perturbations in general
scale-invariant theories (which will be defined in detail in section 2). Indeed, the presence of a
naturally flat potential is only a good starting point for successful inflation. The observational
quantities that can be measured are the result of tiny quantum perturbations generated during
inflation, which have been later amplified and whose effects are observable today (see [50] and
[51] for a text-book introduction). Partial results on this subject have already been published
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[10, 52–59], but the present work covers the general set of classically scale-invariant theories.
Indeed, our analysis includes a large class of models such as the most general two-derivative
theories with an arbitrary number of scalar fields and a detailed discussion of the role of the Weyl-
squared term. The bound from a natural electroweak (EW) scale, M2 . 1011 GeV, suggests that
such term becomes relevant whenever the Hubble rate during inflation exceeds roughly the scale
of 1011 GeV. The results we find actually also hold for some non-scale-invariant theories, they
apply to generic renormalizable models. Indeed, after scale invariance is broken dynamically all
the scales, such as the Planck scale, the EW scale and the cosmological constant, appear. Given
that we include them as effective mass parameters in the Lagrangian we are able to show that the
results we find hold for scale-invariant as well as general renormalizable models. We also revisit
the studies that already appear in the literature; in some cases we confirm the previous results
with improved derivations, while in other cases we correct some expressions for the perturbations.
After a general discussion of the perturbations in section 3, the scalar, vector and tensor
perturbations are all analysed in detail (in sections 4, 5, 6, respectively) and the relevant degrees
of freedom are identified. We explain how the known perturbations in Einstein’s gravity coupled
to matter are reproduced when M2 is much bigger than the Hubble rate during inflation. We use
both a Lagrangian and a Hamiltonian approach (which are introduced in appendix A for four-
derivative theories). The Lagrangian one is used to derive the form of the perturbations, while
the Hamiltonian formalism (developed in appendix B) allows us to show that the full conserved
Hamiltonian of the perturbations does not feature negative energies if appropriately quantized.
Among the most important results we find there are the expressions (given in section 7) for
the potentially observable quantities in a general no-scale theory: the curvature and tensor power
spectra (with the derived formulæ for the tensor-to-scalar ratio r and the curvature spectral index
ns) as well as a detailed discussion of the power spectra of the other perturbations. In particular
the Weyl-squared term can lead (depending on the size of its coefficient) to an isocurvature mode
whose amplitude is typically small as it turns out to be smaller than the tensor amplitude in
Einstein’s theory.
In section 8 we also apply these results to a specific model with all terms quadratic in curvature,
the Higgs field and a scalar that generates the Planck scale (and therefore dubbed “the planckion”).
This model can satisfy the most recent observational bounds of Planck [60] on ns and r as well as
on the isocurvature power spectra. Interestingly, when the coefficient of the Weyl-squared term
is large enough even an inflation due to a quadratic potential is allowed; for example, an inflation
triggered by the planckion is permitted, eliminating a tension that was previously found neglecting
the Weyl-squared term [10]. In this case the predictions of planckion-inflation are close to Planck’s
observational bounds on isocurvature perturbations, which suggests that this possibility can be
tested with future observations.
Finally, in section 9, we argue that the possible issues due to the ghost, which we have discussed
above, do not lead to phenomenological problems in some no-scale models (including the one we
have just mentioned), at least if one saturates the bound on M2 required by the solution of the
hierarchy problem.
4
2 Scale-invariant theories
In this work we consider general (classically) scale-invariant theories. The action is
S =
∫
d4x
√
| det g|L , L = Lgravity +Lmatter +Lnon−minimal. (2.1)
The termLgravity is the pure gravitational piece. The no-scale principle dictates that it is given
by the most general Lagrangian quadratic in curvature,
Lgravity = αR
2 + βR2µν + γR
2
µνρσ. (2.2)
The dimensionless parameters α, β and γ are not all independent because of the Gauss-Bonnet
relation in four-dimensions according to which [26]√
| det g| (R2 − 4R2µν +R2µνρσ) = divergence. (2.3)
Therefore, we can restrict our attention to R2 and R2µν and write their most general linear com-
bination as
Lgravity =
1
3
R2 −R2µν
f 22
+
R2
6f 20
. (2.4)
We have grouped together 1
3
R2−R2µν because this quantity is (up to total derivatives) proportional
to the squared of the Weyl tensor Wµνρσ:∫
d4x
√
| det g|
[ 1
3
R2 −R2µν
f 22
]
= −1
2
∫
d4x
√
| det g|W 2µνρσ. (2.5)
The piece Lnon−minimal represents the non-minimal couplings between the scalar fields φa and
the Ricci scalar
Lnon−minimal = −1
2
ξabφ
aφbR. (2.6)
Finally, Lmatter is the remaining part of the Lagrangian, which depends on the matter fields: the
gauge fields ABµ (with field strength F
B
µν), the fermions ψj and the scalars φ
a. The absence of
dimensionful parameter is so restrictive that we can write their Lagrangian in one line:
Lmatter = −1
4
(FBµν)
2 +
(Dµφ
a)2
2
+ ψ¯ji /Dψj − (Y aijψiψjφa + h.c.)−
λabcd
4!
φaφbφcφd. (2.7)
All the coefficients defined so far are dimensionless and so respect the no-scale principle. How-
ever, the scales we observe in nature, such as the Planck or the weak scale, must of course be
generated. This can occur in two alternative ways: perturbatively or non-perturbatively. In the
first case we assume that some scalar field(s) acquire a vacuum expectation value (VEV) which
gives rise to the mass scales [3]; in section 8 we will illustrate an example of this type. In the
second way one supposes that some strongly coupled sector (such as an SU(n) gauge theory)
confines and thus generates the observed scales through its coupling to the other sectors (e.g.
its gravitational couplings) [1]. After this has happened the Planck mass, the weak scale, the
cosmological constant, etc appear in the Lagrangian as effective parameters. We will therefore
introduce these quantities directly in the action in the following sections. This will also allow us
to be more general and cover arbitrary renormalizable models.
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2.1 The action in the Einstein frame
Since our task is to study inflationary perturbations, from now on we restrict our attention to the
scalar-tensor sector of the theory. Of course, fermions and gauge fields should also be present (with
a Lagrangian of the form (2.7)) both for phenomenological reasons and to realize the dynamical
generation of scales that we have discussed [1, 3, 10].
The most general renormalizable scalar-tensor theory is (up to total derivatives)
Sst =
∫
d4x
√
| det g|
[ 1
3
R2 −R2µν
f 22
+
R2
6f 20
− M¯
2
Pl + F (φ)
2
R +
1
2
(∂µφ
a)2 − V (φ)
]
, (2.8)
where M¯P is the reduced Planck mass. Renormalizability requires F (φ) = ξabφ
aφb+... and V (φ) =
λabcdφ
aφbφcφd/4! + ... (where the dots are terms with lower powers of φa) in the bare Lagrangian;
however, we will keep these functions general in the following to take into account possible field
dependence of the couplings induced by the renormalization group. As we have discussed in the
introduction, the presence of the terms quadratic in curvature promotes gravity to a renormalizable
theory, but also introduces a spin-2 ghost. The mass of this field is M2 = f2M¯P/
√
2 [26]. One
of the motivations of this work is to understand whether the presence of this ghost is consistent
with the observations of the early universe we have available.
To proceed further it is useful to rewrite the action in a more familiar form. We follow here
the method presented in [10] appropriately extended to take into account the effective massive
parameters. The non-standard R2 term can be removed by introducing an auxiliary field χ with
a Lagrangian that vanishes on-shell:
−
√
| det g|(R + 3f
2
0χ/2)
2
6f 20
, (2.9)
which we are therefore free to add to the total Lagrangian. Once we have done so the action reads
Sst =
∫
d4x
√
| det g|
[ 1
3
R2 −R2µν
f 22
− f(χ, φ)
2
R +
1
2
(∂µφ
a)2 − V (φ)− 3f
2
0χ
2
8
]
, (2.10)
where f(χ, φ) ≡ M¯2P + F (φ) + χ. In order to get rid of the remaining non-standard fR term we
perform a conformal transformation of the metric
gµν → M¯
2
P
f
gµν (2.11)
and the action becomes
Sst =
∫
d4x
√
| det g|
{
1
3
R2 −R2µν
f 22
− M¯
2
Pl
2
R + M¯2P
[
(∂µφ
a)2
2f
+
3(∂µf)
2
4f 2
]
− U
}
, (2.12)
where
U =
M¯4P
f 2
(
V +
3f 20
8
χ2
)
. (2.13)
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The form of the action in (2.12) is known as the Einstein frame because all the non-minimal
couplings have been removed. The field f can now be seen as an extra scalar degree of freedom.
It is interesting to note that the remaining parts of the action, which depend on the fermions and
the gauge fields, remain invariant under the conformal transformation if we also transform the
matter fields as follows:
φa →
(
f
M¯2P
)1/2
φa, ψj →
(
f
M¯2P
)3/4
ψj, A
B
µ → ABµ . (2.14)
However, the scalar kinetic terms are not invariant, so we have not performed this transformation
in (2.12). To simplify further the action we define ζ =
√
6f (notice that in order for the metric
redefinition in (2.11) to be regular one has to have f > 0 and thus we can safely take the square
root of f) and we obtain
Sst =
∫
d4x
√
| det g|
{
1
3
R2 −R2µν
f 22
− M¯
2
Pl
2
R +
6M¯2P
2ζ2
[
(∂µφ
a)2 + (∂µζ)
2
]− U(ζ, φ)} , (2.15)
where
U(ζ, φ) =
36M¯4P
ζ4
[
V (φ) +
3f 20
8
(
ζ2
6
− M¯2P − F (φ)
)2]
. (2.16)
Therefore, we have been able to write the action as the sum of two pieces:
S = SW + SES, (2.17)
where SW is the part due to the unusual Weyl-squared term,
SW =
∫
d4x
√
| det g|
[ 1
3
R2 −R2µν
f 22
]
, (2.18)
and SES is the Einstein-Hilbert part plus the Scalar field piece equipped with a non-trivial field
metric,
SES =
∫
d4x
√
| det g|
[
− M¯
2
Pl
2
R +
Kij(φ)
2
∂µφ
i∂µφj − U(φ)
]
. (2.19)
Here, for notational simplicity, we have introduced a new set of fields φi where the index i runs
over the possible values of the index a plus ζ, in other words φi = {φa, ζ}. Also the field metric
is given by
Kij =
6M¯2P
ζ2
δij. (2.20)
2.2 FRW background and slow-roll inflation
In this section we consider a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) metric
ds2 = dt2 − a(t)2 [dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2)] , (2.21)
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where a is the scale factor and we have neglected the spatial curvature parameter as during
inflation the energy density is dominated by the scalar fields. The hypothesis of homogeneity and
isotropy will be relaxed in the next section where the perturbations around the FRW metric will
be considered.
For the following analysis of the perturbations it is convenient to introduce the conformal time
η defined as usual by
η =
∫ t
t∗
dt′
a(t′)
, (2.22)
where t∗ is some reference time; in the following we will choose t∗ → ∞. The FRW metric in
terms of η is
ds2 = a(η)2
(
dη2 − δijdxidxj
)
. (2.23)
The Einstein equations are
H2 = Kijφ
′iφ′j/2 + a2U
3M¯2Pl
, (2.24)
H2 −H′ = Kijφ
′iφ′j
2M¯2Pl
, (2.25)
where H ≡ a′/a (related to H ≡ a˙/a by H = aH) and a prime denotes a derivative with respect
to η, while a dot is a derivative with respect to t. The equations for the scalar fields are instead
φ′′i + γijkφ
′jφ′k + 2Hφ′i + a2U ,i = 0. (2.26)
Here for a generic function F of the scalar fields, we defined F,i ≡ ∂F/∂φi, also γijk is the affine
connection in the scalar field space
γijk ≡
Kil
2
(Klj,k +Klk,j −Kjk,l) (2.27)
and Kij denotes the inverse of the field metric (which is used to raise and lower the scalar indices
i, j, k, ...); for example F ,i ≡ KijF,j.
Notice that in the case of pure de Sitter space-time (a(η) = −1/(Hη), φ′i = 0, U,i = 0) eq.
(2.24) tells us H2 = a2U/(3M¯2P ) and Eq. (2.25) implies H′ = H2.
In the slow-roll regime we require the scalar equation to reduce to
φ′i ≈ − a
2
3HU
,i (2.28)
so
φ′′i + γijkφ
′jφ′k ≈ Hφ′i. (2.29)
Moreover,
H2 ≈ a
2U
3M¯2Pl
. (2.30)
The slow-roll occurs when two conditions are satisfied [42] (see also [62] for previous studies):
 ≡ M¯
2
PlU,iU
,i
2U2
 1. (2.31)
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∣∣∣∣ηijU ,jU ,i
∣∣∣∣ 1 (i not summed), where ηij ≡ M¯2PlU ;i;jU . (2.32)
It is easy to check that  and ηij reduce to the well-known single field slow-roll parameters in the
presence of only one field.
We now introduce the number of e-folds for a generic multi-field theory. By writing the
equations in (2.28) and (2.30) in terms of the cosmic time t we obtain the following dynamical
system for φi:
φi = −M¯PlU
,i(φ)√
3U(φ)
, (2.33)
which can be solved with a condition at some initial time t0: namely φ
i(t0) = φ
i
0. Once the
functions φi(t) are known we can obtain H(t) from eq. (2.30). The number of e-folds N can be
introduced by
N(φ0) ≡
∫ t0(φ0)
te
dt′H(t′), (2.34)
where te is the time when inflation ends. Dropping the label on t0 and φ0 as they are generic
values we have
N(φ) ≡
∫ t(φ)
te
dt′H(t′). (2.35)
Notice that we write t as a function of φ: this is because once the initial position φ in field space is
fixed the time required to go from φ to the field value when inflation ends is fixed too because the
dynamical system in (2.33) is of the first order. Note, however, that H also generically depends
on φ.
3 Perturbations (generalities)
By choosing the conformal Newtonian gauge, the metric describing the small fluctuations around
the FRW space-time can be written as
ds2 = a(η)2
{
(1 + 2Φ(η, ~x))dη2 − 2Vi(η, ~x)dηdxi − [(1− 2Ψ(η, ~x))δij + hij(η, ~x)] dxidxj
}
. (3.1)
Where, by definition, the vector perturbations Vi satisfy
∂iVi = 0 (3.2)
and the tensor perturbations obey
hij = hji, hii = 0, ∂ihij = 0. (3.3)
Sometimes the Newtonian gauge is defined for the scalar perturbations Φ and Ψ only (see e.g. [51]).
Here we considered an extended definition, which also includes the non-scalar perturbations. A
possible gauge dependent divergence of hij has been set to zero by appropriately choosing the
gauge.
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Also we decompose the scalar fields φi(η, ~x) in the background φi(η), which are only time-
dependent, plus the fluctuations ϕi(η, ~x),
φi(η, ~x)→ φi(η) + ϕi(η, ~x). (3.4)
As it is well-known there are no mixing between tensor, vector and scalar perturbations from
the part SES of the action. The same is also true for the Weyl term SW . Indeed, that property
only follows from (3.2) and (3.3) and rotation invariance. We therefore study the various sectors
separately in the following.
Previous studies of the perturbations in less general setups can be found in [52–59]. We will
also revisit these studies and find some differences with some of them, which will be discussed in
the following.
4 Scalar perturbations
Let us start with the scalar perturbations, whose quadratic action we denote with S(S). This
action has a contribution from the Weyl-squared term and one from the remaining terms, S(S) =
S
(S)
W + S
(S)
ES , where
S
(S)
W = −
2
3f 22
∫
d4x
[
~∇2 (Φ + Ψ)
]2
, (4.1)
S
(S)
ES =
∫
d4x
a2
2
{
M¯2P
[
−6Ψ′2 − 12HΦΨ′ + 4Ψ~∇2Φ− 2Ψ~∇2Ψ− 2 (H′ + 2H2)Φ2]
+Kij
(
ϕ′iϕ′j + ϕi~∇2ϕj
)
+ 2Kij,lφ
′iϕ′jϕl − (Φ + 3Ψ) (2Kijφ′iϕ′j +Kij,lφ′iφ′jϕl)
−a2U,i,jϕiϕj − 2a2(Φ− 3Ψ)U,iϕi
}
. (4.2)
In order to derive S
(S)
ES we have used the background equations (2.24) and (2.25) and we have
dropped total derivatives. Notice that the field metric Kij is totally general in this expression and
does not have to satisfy eq. (2.20), which is characteristic of renormalizable theories.
The fact that the time-derivative of the perturbation Φ does not appear in the action above
tells us that it should be considered as a non-dynamical field.
One might wonder why there are no more than two time-derivatives in the action for scalar
perturbations even if we started from an action with four derivatives. The reason is that in
Einstein gravity there is no independent degrees of freedom in the scalar sector, while with the
addition of the Weyl-squared term we should find one degree of freedom (the one corresponding
to the helicity-0 component of the massive spin-2 field). If we had found four time-derivatives in
the scalar action we would instead have two scalar degrees of freedom instead of one because a
four-derivative system can always been interpreted as a two-derivative system with the number of
degrees of freedom doubled.
4.1 Pure de Sitter
The expression in (4.2) simplifies considerably in the case of pure de Sitter space-time, a(η) =
−1/(Hη), for which H′ = H2, φ′i = 0 and U,i = 0. Moreover, we know that the de Sitter space-
10
time is a reasonably good approximation during inflation because we assume that the slow-roll
conditions in (2.31) and (2.32) are satisfied. We therefore consider this case in the present section.
In the next one we will study the small departures from this space-time due to the small, but
non-zero time-dependence of the scalar fields.
4.1.1 Scalar field perturbations
We start from the scalar field perturbations ϕi. We now show that, thanks to the special expression
of the field metric in (2.20) that is realized for any renormalizable model, the mixing between the
different ϕi can be eliminated with a field redefinition and one can analize the various ϕi separately.
The field equations of ϕi are
Kijϕ
′′j + 2HKijϕ′j −Kij ~∇2ϕj + a2U,i,jϕj = 0. (4.3)
We now multiply this equation by Kil and sum over i, to obtain
ϕ′′l + 2Hϕ′l − ~∇2ϕ′l + U,i,jKilϕj = 0. (4.4)
Notice that the matrix m2 with elements m2 lj ≡ U,i,jKil is symmetric as a consequence of the
symmetry of U , i.e. U,i,j = U,j,i and the proportionality between Kij and δij (equation (2.20)).
Therefore we can always diagonalize m2 with an orthogonal transformation, ϕ→ Oϕ, and, after
this transformation, the equation for ϕ is (suppressing the index i for simplicity)
ϕ′′ + 2Hϕ′ + (m2a2 − ~∇2)ϕ = 0 (4.5)
and the corresponding action is (rescaling the field to have a canonically normalized kinetic term)
Sϕ =
∫
d4xLϕ, where Lϕ =
a2
2
{
ϕ′2 + ϕ~∇2ϕ−m2a2ϕ2
}
. (4.6)
We can now quantize the theory with the standard canonical procedure. Of course, it is well-
known how to do this for a scalar field on de Sitter space. Nevertheless, here we revisit such
procedure in a way that will be useful to study Ψ as well as the vector and tensor perturbations,
which, as we will see, requires an unusual quantization in the presence of the Weyl-squared term.
We introduce the conjugate momentum
piϕ =
∂Lϕ
∂ϕ′
= a2ϕ′ (4.7)
and we impose the canonical quantization conditions:
[ϕ(η, ~x), ϕ′(η, ~y)] =
i
a2
δ(3)(~x− ~y), [ϕ(η, ~x), ϕ(η, ~y)] = 0, [ϕ′(η, ~x), ϕ′(η, ~y)] = 0. (4.8)
We expand now the field by considering the Fourier transform with respect to ~x, but not on
η, that is
ϕ(η, ~x) =
∫
d3q
(2pi)3/2
ei~q·~xϕ0(η, ~q). (4.9)
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The hermiticity condition on ϕ(η, ~x), i.e. ϕ(η, ~x)† = ϕ(η, ~x), implies
ϕ0(η, ~q)
† = ϕ0(η,−~q) (4.10)
and the equation of motion in (4.5) dictates that ϕ0 satisfies
ϕ′′0 + 2Hϕ′0 + (m2a2 + q2)ϕ0 = 0. (4.11)
The general solution of (4.11) is a linear combination of
η3/2J 1
2
√
9− 4m2
H2
(qη) and η3/2Y 1
2
√
9− 4m2
H2
(qη), (4.12)
where Jn(z) and Yn(z) are the the Bessel function of the first and second kind, respectively. Since
in the superhorizon limit, η → 0−, we have that the de Sitter scale factor a2 = 1/(Hη)2 diverges
we see that the massive fields, m 6= 0, are suppressed in that limit and therefore we can focus on
the effectively massless degrees of freedom. By doing so, we can take the two linearly independent
solutions to be
y0(η, q) ≡ H|η|√
2q
(
1− i
qη
)
e−iqη and its complex conjugate. (4.13)
So, by using the hermiticity condition in (4.10), we have
ϕ0(η, ~q) = a0(~q)y0(η, q) + a0(−~q)†y0(η, q)∗, (4.14)
where a0(~q) is an operator, which will be identified with the annihilation operator of the quanta
of the scalar field under study.
An important feature that will be useful in analysing the other non-standard sectors is that
the expansion in (4.9) and (4.14) can be inverted to obtain a0 in terms of the field
1
a0(~q) = ia
2(η)
∫
d3x
(2pi)3/2
e−i~q·~x
(
y0(η, ~q)
∗ ↔∂η ϕ(η, ~x)
)
. (4.15)
This is possible because the two solutions y0 and y
∗
0 are linearly independent. Then, by using the
canonical commutators in (4.8), one finds necessarily
[a0(~k), a0(~q)
†] = δ(~k − ~q), [a0(~k), a0(~q)] = 0. (4.16)
If we had normalized the modes in (4.13) differently we would have found an extra factor multi-
plying δ(~k−~q). Therefore, what fixes the normalization constants of the modes is the requirement
that the operators a0 and a
†
0 satisfy the standard commutator relations for annihilation and cre-
ation operators. This is, however, not quite enough to identify a0 and a
†
0 as annihilation and
creation operators, respectively. The remaining step is done in appendix B where we review how
the positivity of the norm of the quanta created and annihilated by a†0 and a0 respectively guar-
antees that the Hamiltonian has a spectrum that is bounded from below. Similar considerations
will be useful to analyse the other non-standard sectors.
1In order to verify eq. (4.15) it is useful to notice that the quantity on the right-hand side of (4.15) is independent
of η (because y0(η, ~q)e
i~q·~x and ϕ(η, ~x) are both solutions of the equations of motion) and can therefore be evaluated
in the limit η → −∞ where it becomes simple.
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4.1.2 Metric perturbations
We now turn to the metric perturbations Φ and Ψ. As we have already stated, Φ should be
considered as a non-dynamical field. To find the equation that fixes its value we perform the
variation of S(S) with respect to Φ, to obtain
− 4
3f 22 M¯
2
Pa
2
~∇4 (Φ + Ψ)− 6HΨ′ + 2~∇2Ψ− 6H2Φ = 0, (4.17)
where ~∇4 = (~∇2)2.
The main phenomenologically interesting regime is the superhorizon limit, η → 0, when a →
∞. We therefore focus on this case first. Then the first term in (4.17) is small and can be treated
perturbatively in an expansion in 1/a. The solution of (4.17) at next-to-leading order in this
expansion is
Φ =
1
3H2
~∇2Ψ− Ψ
′
H +
2
9f 22 M¯
2
Pa
2H2
~∇4
(
Ψ′
H −Ψ
)
. (4.18)
We now insert this constraint for Φ in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) and drop all the terms that go to zero
in the a→∞ limit, to obtain
M¯2P
2
∫
d4xa2
[
− 2H
(
Ψ~∇2Ψ
)′
− 2Ψ~∇2Ψ + 2
3H2 Ψ
~∇4Ψ (4.19)
+
4
3f 22 M¯
2
Pa
2
(
2Ψ′~∇4Ψ
H −
Ψ′~∇4Ψ′
H2 −Ψ
~∇4Ψ
)]
.
The first two terms in the expression above are apparently the leading ones but notice that
an integration by parts shows2 that they exactly cancel each other! Therefore, both the Einstein
contribution (the third term in this expression) and the Weyl contribution (the one that is divided
by f 22 ) have the same behaviour as a→∞. By taking the variation with respect to Ψ and using
H = −1/η one obtains the equation
Ψ′′
H2 − 2
Ψ′
H +
f 22 M¯
2
Pa
2
2H2 Ψ = 0. (4.20)
Notice that in the limit where f2 →∞ one recovers Einstein’s theory result for the de Sitter space,
Ψ = 0. The last term in this equation was neither discussed nor shown in [58], which performed
a previous analysis of the Ψ-sector. We observe, however, that such term is important to recover
Einstein’s result. The general solution of (4.20) is a linear combination of
η(−1−
√
1−4M22 /H2)/2, η(−1+
√
1−4M22 /H2)/2. (4.21)
When M2 = f2M¯P/
√
2  H very intense oscillations produced by the last term in (4.20) make
effectively Ψ go to zero, but for M2 < H we find a growth of Ψ at superhorizon scales. At the end
of section 4.2 we will show that this divergence is a gauge artifact by showing that no divergences
are present in another gauge (the co-moving one). At the same time, however, (4.21) means that
2In order to see the cancellation one has to use the expression a(η) = −1/(Hη) vaiid in de Sitter space-time.
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the Weyl term dominates even in the superhorizon limit because this divergence comes from the
first two terms in (4.20), which come in turn from the Weyl term. The reason why this happens
is because the apparently leading terms coming from the Einstein-Hilbert action in Eq. (4.20)
actually cancel each other. We conclude that the superhorizon limit is a particular case of Weyl
domination (up to M22/H
2 corrections) not of Einstein domination. This somehow differs from
the classification proposed in [58]. Notice that if the Weyl term dominates at superhorizon scales
then it dominates at any time because a large a suppresses the Weyl contribution.
Therefore, we now consider the case of Weyl domination, from where we will be able to take the
superhorizon limit as we have just explained. During Weyl domination (f2 small) the constraint
of Φ, Eq. (4.17), implies
Φ = −Ψ, (4.22)
which we insert in (4.1) and (4.2) to obtain the action of Ψ:
S
(S)
Ψ =
∫
d4xLΨ, where LΨ =
a2
2
(
−Ψˆ′2 − Ψˆ~∇2Ψˆ− 4H2Ψˆ2
)
, (4.23)
where Ψˆ ≡ √6M¯PΨ. We see that Ψˆ is a ghost; it represents the helicity-0 component of the spin-2
ghost. This type of fields require a special quantization which we will discuss. However, the usual
canonical commutators remain unchanged [33]. The conjugate momentum of Ψˆ is
ΠΨˆ =
∂LΨ
∂Ψˆ′
= −a2Ψˆ′ (4.24)
so the canonical commutators are
[Ψˆ(η, ~x), Ψˆ′(η, ~y)] = − i
a2
δ(3)(~x− ~y), [Ψˆ(η, ~x), Ψˆ(η, ~y)] = 0, [Ψˆ′(η, ~x), Ψˆ′(η, ~y)] = 0. (4.25)
We can now perform an expansion in three-dimensional plane waves ei~q·~x of the field
Ψˆ(η, ~x) =
∫
d3q
(2pi)3/2
ei~q·~xΨ0(η, ~q). (4.26)
Notice that the hermiticity condition on Ψ implies
Ψ0(η, ~q)
† = Ψ0(η,−~q). (4.27)
The mode functions Ψˆ0 are the solutions of the field equation in momentum space
Ψ′′0 + 2HΨ′0 + (q2 − 4H2)Ψ0 = 0. (4.28)
The two independent solutions are
g0(η, q) =
H|η|√
2q
(
1− 3i
qη
− 3
q2η2
)
e−iqη and its complex conjugate. (4.29)
We see that these functions reproduce the two solutions in (4.21) up to M22/H
2 corrections; these
corrections are the effect of the Einstein-Hilbert term that here we have neglected, but is of course
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important to recover Einstein’s gravity when M2  H. So, by using the hermiticity condition in
(4.27), we have
Ψ0(η, ~q) = b0(~q)g0(η, q) + b0(−~q)†g0(η, q)∗, (4.30)
where b0(~q) is an operator, which will be identified with the annihilation operator of the quanta
of the scalar field under study.
One can show now that the canonical commutators (4.25) imply3
[b0(~k), b0(~q)
†] = −δ(~k − ~q), [b0(~k), b0(~q)] = 0. (4.31)
In appendix B we show that, by introducing a negative norm to the states with a odd number
of quanta created and annihilated by b†0 and b0 respectively, one obtains a Hamiltonian that is
bounded from below. A possible way of addressing the issues generated by negative norms will be
discussed in section 9. The expression of the Hamiltonian in terms of b†0 and b0 found in appendix
B and the commutation relations in (4.31) allows us to interpret them as creation and annihilation
operators, respectively.
4.2 Inclusion of slow-roll
We now turn to the effect of a non-zero slow-roll.
4.2.1 Newtonian gauge
We start from the curvature perturbation R, which, in the Newtonian gauge, reads
R = −Ψ−H Kijφ
′iϕj
Klmφ′lφ′m
. (4.32)
In our case R can be simplified by using the expression of Kij given in eq. (2.20), which leads to
R = −Ψ−H
∑
i φ
′iϕi∑
j φ
′jφ′j
. (4.33)
As well-known, fromR we can extract important observable quantities, such as its power spectrum
PR(q) and the spectral index ns. In particular we are interesting in R at superhorizon scales. Here
we show that R in this case is insensitive to the metric perturbation Ψ, at least in the slow-roll
approximation and is therefore given by its known value in the absence of the Weyl-squared term.
We start by considering the field equation for the scalar field perturbations ϕi from eq. (4.2):
0 = Kijϕ
′′j + 2HKijϕ′j + 2γajlKaiφ′lϕ′j + 2HKji,lφ′jϕl
+
(
Kji,lφ
′j)′ ϕl −Kij ~∇2ϕj + a2U,i,jϕj
−H(6Ψ + 2Φ)Kjiφ′j − (3Ψ′ + Φ′)Kjiφ′j − (3Ψ + Φ)
(
Kjiφ
′j)′
+
3Ψ + Φ
2
Klj,iφ
′lφ′j + a2(Φ− 3Ψ)U,i.
3The fact that these commutation relations for b0 and b
†
0 are implied by the canonical commutators of the fields
(for the normalization of the modes given in (4.29)) can be proved in the same way as we did for scalar fields:
one expresses b0 and b
†
0 in terms of the field with a relation analogue to (4.15) and then one uses the canonical
commutators for the fields. A normalization of the modes different from the one in (4.29) would have lead to a
constant in front of δ(~k − ~q) in (4.31) different from −1.
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In the leading non-trivial slow-roll approximation we can approximate Φ = −Ψ, which was derived
in the pure de Sitter case, because Φ and Ψ always appear multiplied by some derivative of
background quantities and therefore we can use for them the zero-order slow-roll approximation.
We can also use the slow-roll approximations φ′iφ′j ≈ 0, φ′′i ≈ Hφ′i and the scalar field equation
(2.28). By multiplying by Kim and summing over i we then obtain
ϕ′′m+2Hϕ′m+2γmjl φ′lϕ′j +3HKimKji,lφ′jϕl− ~∇2ϕm+a2KimU,i,jϕj = 2φ′mΨ′+2a2U ,mΨ. (4.34)
We now restrict the analysis to the scalar field perturbations that are effectively massless. In-
deed, as shown in the zero-order slow-roll approximation in section 4.1, only those fields contribute
in the superhorizon case. This means that we can neglect the term a2KimU,i,jϕ
j in the equation
above, which can now be written
ϕ′′m + 2Hϕ′m − ~∇2ϕm = 2φ′mΨ′ + 2a2U ,mΨ− 2γmjl φ′lϕ′j − 3HKimKji,lφ′jϕl. (4.35)
Since we want to find the solution ϕm in the next-to-leading order in the slow-roll approximation
we can substitute in the right-hand-side of this equation the values for Ψ and ϕi that we have
found in section 4.1 in the pure de Sitter case; we refer to these quantities as ΨdS and ϕ
i
dS. Eq.
(4.35) then becomes an inhomogeneous equation with the following source term
2φ′mΨ′dS + 2a
2U ,mΨdS − 2γmjl φ′lϕ′jdS − 3HKimKji,lφ′jϕldS ≈ 2φ′mΨ′dS + 2a2U ,mΨdS, (4.36)
where in the latter approximation we have used that γmjl φ
′lϕ′jdS goes as a and 3HKimKji,lφ′jϕldS as
a2 in the superhorizon limit (having used φ′i ≈ −a2U ,i/(3H) and ϕ′j, ϕj ∼ constant in that limit),
while the other terms 2φ′mΨ′dS + 2a
2U ,mΨdS go as a
3 (having used the behaviour of Ψ given in eq.
(4.21) for a moderate ghost mass4, M2 . H). Eq. (4.35) then becomes
ϕ′′m + 2Hϕ′m − ~∇2ϕm = 2φ′mΨ′dS + 2a2U ,mΨdS. (4.37)
Moreover, notice that H appearing in the second term of the left-hand-side of this equation can
be replaced by the corresponding quantity in the pure de Sitter case: indeed, eq. (2.25) shows
that the difference between the pure de Sitter H and the space-time that takes into account the
dynamics of the scalar fields is beyond the next-to-leading order slow-roll approximation that we
are using here.
By using now the slow-roll equations φ′′i ≈ Hφ′i, φ′′′i ≈ 2H2φ′i and H′ ≈ H2, as well as the
equations of motion (4.5) and (4.28), one finds that the following configuration is a solution in the
next-to-leading slow-roll approximation
ϕi = ϕidS −
φ′i
HΨdS. (4.38)
By using this solution in eq. (4.33) we find
R = −ΨdS −H
∑
i φ
′iϕi∑
j φ
′jφ′j
= −H
∑
i φ
′iϕidS∑
j φ
′jφ′j
, (4.39)
4The opposite limit M2  H corresponds to the limit in which Einstein theory is recovered, together with its
prediction for R.
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where we have substituted Ψ→ ΨdS in the first term of R because in the second term we have two
time-derivatives in the denominator and only one in the numerator and thus going to the next-
to-leading order in the slow-roll approximation in ϕi corresponds to the zero-order approximation
in the first term of R. We see that the dependence on the ghost cancels in R, which therefore
reproduces the expression that we have when gravity is described by Einstein’s theory coupled to
an arbitrary number of scalar fields. The corresponding power spectrum and the spectral index
ns will be recalled in section 7.
4.2.2 Co-moving gauge
We conclude this section by showing that the superhorizon divergence of Ψ is a gauge artifact.
We extend the validity of a previous argument of [58] to theories with a generic number of scalar
fields.
To do so we consider the co-moving gauge defined by5 δu = 0. Given that generically
δu = −a Kijφ
′iϕj
Klmφ′lφ′m
, (4.40)
setting δu = 0 with a gauge transformation starting from the Newtonian gauge produces a non
diagonal metric for the scalar perturbations of the form
ds2scalar = a
2(1 + 2A)dη2 − 2a∂iBdηdxi − a2(1 + 2R)δijdxidxj, (4.41)
where R is the curvature perturbation defined in (4.32),
B =
Kijφ
′iϕj
Klmφ′lφ′m
(4.42)
and A is obtained from the Newtonian potential Φ by adding a term proportional to the time-
derivative of aB and thus does not represent another independent degree of freedom.
We have just shown that R is not sensitive to the superhorizon divergence of Ψ. As far as B
is concerned, we observe that eq. (4.33) tells us
B = − 1HR−
1
HΨ. (4.43)
The first term in B go to zero at superhorizon scales. Regarding the second one we have to
distinguish between two situations.
• M22/H2 & 1/N . In this case also Ψ/H is suppressed at superhorizon scales, η ∼ e−N  1,
where we have taken into account the contribution of the Einstein-Hilbert term to the
superhorizon behaviour of Ψ, eq. (4.21).
5Even in the multifield case, the energy momentum tensor up to the linear level in the perturbations has the
form of a perfect fluid Tµν = pgµν + (p + ρ)u
µuν , where p is the pressure, ρ is the energy density and uµ is the
four-velocity of the perfect fluid (see e.g. [51]). We define δu as the scalar component of the spatial part of the
four-velocity, that is δui = ∂iδu+ ..., where the dots represent a divergenceless spatial vector.
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• M22/H2 . 1/N . In this case the behaviours in (4.21) practically reduce to 1/η and 1,
meaning that B does not vanish at superhorizon scales. Also in this situation, however, B
remains finite because H ≈ −1/η.
Ref. [58] did not consider the first case. Here we include it to keep the analysis general. Therefore,
we conclude not only that the divergence of Ψ is a gauge artifact, but also that this extra degree
of freedom due to the ghost is either suppressed in the superhorizon limit (for M22/H
2 & 1/N) or
remains finite (for M22/H
2 . 1/N).
5 Vector perturbations
The contribution of SES to the quadratic action for the tensor perturbations is
S
(V )
ES =
M¯2P
4
∫
d4x a2 (∂iVj)
2 , (5.1)
where the space indices are contracted with the flat metric δij. The contribution of SW is instead
S
(V )
W = −
1
2f 22
∫
d4x
(
∂iV
′
j ∂iV
′
j − Vi~∇4Vi
)
. (5.2)
We explicitly checked that the presence of an arbitrary number of scalar fields does not change the
form of S
(V )
ES and S
(V )
W . In the case of S
(V )
ES the check requires the use of the background equations
(2.24)-(2.25).
Thus the full action for vector perturbations SV = S
(V )
ES + S
(V )
W is given by SV =
∫
d4xLV
where
LV =
M¯2P
4
[
−a2Vj ~∇2Vj + 1
M22
(
V ′j ~∇2V ′j + Vi~∇4Vi
)]
. (5.3)
We observe that this action does not contain terms with four time-derivatives. This follows from
the fact that the Einstein-Hilbert action (plus an arbitrary number of scalar fields) does not lead
to any propagating field with helicity 1 or -1, while the massive ghost should provide two fields,
one with helicity 1 and the other one with helicity -1. The Vi account for these two fields. If
we had found terms with four time-derivatives for the Vi we would have a number of degrees of
freedom doubled with respect to the correct one.
We now introduce the conjugate momenta
Pi =
∂L
∂V ′i
=
M¯2P
2M22
~∇2V ′i . (5.4)
The Laplace operator ~∇2 in the expression of the conjugate momenta was missed in the previous
studies of vector perturbations of [55]. As we will see, the presence of such operator modify
the momentum dependence of the vector modes and the commutation rules of the creation and
annihilation operators.
The quantization is obtained as usual by imposing the canonical commutators. In order to do
so, however, one should identify the independent degrees of freedom. The condition in (3.2) tells
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us that for a plane wave with given momentum ~q there are only two independent components.
So to identify the two independent degrees of freedom we go to momentum space and write for
Fj ≡ {Vj, Pj}
Fj(η, ~x) =
∫
d3q
(2pi)3/2
ei~q·~x
∑
λ=±1
Fλ(η, ~q)e
λ
j (qˆ), (5.5)
where eλj (qˆ) are the usual polarization vectors for helicities λ = ±1. We recall that for qˆ along the
third axis the polarization tensors that satisfy (3.2) are given by
e+11 = 1/
√
2, e+12 = i/
√
2, e+13 = 0, e
−1
j = (e
+1
j )
∗ (5.6)
and for a generic momentum direction qˆ we can obtain eλj (qˆ) by applying to (5.6) a rotation that
connects the third axis with qˆ. The polarization vectors defined in this way obey
eλj (qˆ)(e
λ′
j (qˆ))
∗ = δλλ
′
. (5.7)
We can now impose the canonical commutators:
[Vλ(η, ~q), (Pλ′(η,~k))
†] = iδλλ′δ(3)(~q − ~k), (and all the other commutators vanishing), (5.8)
which, according to the expansion in (5.5) and the condition in (5.7), lead to the following canonical
commutators in coordinate space:
[Vj(η, ~x), Pj(η, ~y)] = 2iδ
(3)(~x− ~y), (and all the other commutators vanishing). (5.9)
By taking the variation of the action we obtain the equations of motion for the vector pertur-
bations, which, working in momentum space, read
V ′′λ = −
(
q2 +M22a
2
)
Vλ. (5.10)
We now solve these equation in the pure de Sitter case, for which a2(η) = 1/(H2η2). Indeed
(2.25) shows that the error that is produced in this way is beyond the next-to-leading order
slow-roll approximation that we are using here. By defining z ≡ −qη and ρ ≡ H2/M22 we find
d2Vλ
dz2
+
(
1 +
1
ρz2
)
Vλ = 0, (5.11)
whose linearly independent solutions are6
f1(z) ≡
√
zJ√ρ−4
2
√
ρ
(z) + i
√
zY√ρ−4
2
√
ρ
(z) and its complex conjugate. (5.12)
We can therefore expand
Vλ(η, ~q) = γλ(~q)f1(−qη) + γ†−λ(−~q)f ∗1 (−qη), (5.13)
6The label 1 on f1 has been introduced to emphasise that we are in the helicity ±1 sector.
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where we have used the reality condition Vj(η, ~x)
† = Vj(η, ~x) for the fields in coordinate space,
which corresponds to Vλ(η, ~q)
† = V−λ(η,−~q) in momentum space. The quantities γλ(~q) are to be
interpreted as operators in the quantum theory, but their normalization is not fixed. From the
analysis of the scalar sector we have learned that the way to properly normalize them is to impose
the canonical commutators and require that the γλ together with their hermitian conjugate satisfy
the commutation rules for creation and annihilation operators. To achieve this goal we observe
that the γλ can be expressed as a functional of Vi with a relation analogue to (4.15). This shows
that there is only one assignment for the commutation rules satisfied by γλ. This assignment turns
out to be
[γλ(~q), γ
†
λ(
~k)] = −cγ(q)FF∗ δλλ′δ
(3)(~q − ~k), (5.14)
and all the other commutators equal to zero, where
cγ(q) ≡ M
2
2
M¯2P q
3
and F ≡ (1− i)e
− 1
4
ipi
√
ρ−4
ρ
√
pi
. (5.15)
Notice that without knowing ρ we cannot simplify FF∗ as we leave open the possibility that
ρ < 4. These commutators can be brought into the more standard form
[cλ(~q), c
†
λ(
~k)] = −δλλ′δ(3)(~q − ~k) (5.16)
by defining
cλ(~q) ≡ F√
cγ(q)
γλ(~q), (5.17)
which also leads to the properly normalized modes
g1(η, q) =
√
piM2e
ipi
4
(
1+
√
1−4M
2
2
H2
)
√
2M¯P q3/2
√−qη
(
J√
1
4
−M
2
2
H2
(−qη) + iY√
1
4
−M
2
2
H2
(−qη)
)
(5.18)
such that the initial function can be expressed as follows
Vλ(η, ~q) = cλ(~q)g1(η, q) + c
†
−λ(−~q)g∗1(η, q). (5.19)
In a previous calculation ref. [55] found the opposite result for the commutator in (5.16). This
difference is due to the fact that we took into account the operator ~∇2 in the definition of the
conjugate momenta, eq. (5.4), which effectively changes the overall sign when going to momentum
space: ~∇2 → −q2.
The expression of g1 we find differs from the previous determinations of ref. [55]: we have a
factor of q3/2 in the denominator, instead of q1/2; this difference is also due to the fact that we
took into account the operator ~∇2 in the definition of the conjugate momenta. We also observe
that for M2 > H/2 a complex exponential appearing in g1 becomes real,
e
ipi
4
√
1−4M
2
2
H2 = e
−pi
4
√
4
M2
2
H2
−1
, (M2 > 2H), (5.20)
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and exponentially suppresses the ghost mode g1 for M2  H. This is what we expect because
for M2  H the effect of the ghost on the inflationary perturbations should disappear. Notice,
moreover, that for any value of M2 the vector modes g1 are suppressed
7 at superhorizon scales.
We have seen from the analysis of the scalar perturbations that the commutation rules in (5.16)
are not enough to identify cλ and c
†
λ as annihilation and creation operators, respectively, but one
should see how these operators appear in the Hamiltonian. This is done in appendix B.2 where
this identification is justified and it is also shown that the Hamiltonian does not have negative
eigenvalues, at least when it is conserved, if one introduces a negative norm for the states with an
odd number of quanta created by c†λ.
6 Tensor perturbations
The contribution of SES to the quadratic action for the tensor perturbations is well-known (see
for example the text-book [50])
S
(T )
ES =
M¯2P
8
∫
d4x a2
(
h′ijh
′
ij + hij ~∇2hij
)
. (6.1)
The contribution of SW is instead
S
(T )
W = −
1
4f 22
∫
d4x
(
h′′ijh
′′
ij + 2h
′
ij
~∇2h′ij + hij ~∇4hij
)
. (6.2)
One can explicitly check that the presence of an arbitrary number of scalar fields do not change the
form of S
(T )
ES and S
(T )
W ; the check for S
(T )
ES requires the use of the background equations (2.24)-(2.25).
The quadratic action for the tensor perturbations ST = S
(T )
W +S
(T )
EH can be written in terms of
the Lagrangian in the usual way ST =
∫
d4xLT , where
LT =
M¯2Pa
2
8
(
h′ijh
′
ij + hij ~∇2hij
)
− M¯
2
P
8M22
(
h′′ijh
′′
ij + 2h
′
ij
~∇2h′ij + hij ~∇4hij
)
. (6.3)
We now introduce the canonical formalism that is suitable to quantize the system. To do so
we use the Ostrogradsky canonical method [78, 79]; this method was introduced for Lagrangians
without explicit dependence on time, but can be applied without significant modifications in the
present case where the Lagrangian does have such dependence (due to the cosmological scale
factor), as explained in appendix A. This system with four derivatives can be transformed into
one with two derivatives by doubling the degrees of freedom
h
(1)
ij = hij, h
(2)
ij = h
′
ij. (6.4)
7To see this one can use the expansions of the Bessel functions for small z:
Jn(z) = z
n
(
2−n
Γ(n+ 1)
+O
(
z2
))
, (5.21)
Yn(z) = z
−n
(
−2
nΓ(n)
pi
+O
(
z2
))
+ zn
(
−2
−n cos(npi)Γ(−n)
pi
+O
(
z2
))
. (5.22)
Notice that the superhorizon limit consists in taking η ∼ e−N , but even if M22 /H2 . 1/N , we would have a
suppression of order M2/H (compared to the scalar modes in (4.13)) due to the overall coefficient in (5.18).
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We can define the conjugate variables as follows
p
(1)
ij =
δL
δh
′(1)
ij
, p
(2)
ij =
δL
δh
′(2)
ij
, (6.5)
where we have introduced the variational derivatives for a generic variable X
δL
δX
=
∂L
∂X
− d
dt
∂L
∂X˙
, (6.6)
which generalizes the usual formula to four-derivative theories. We obtain
p
(1)
ij =
M¯2P
4
(
a2h′ij −
2
M22
~∇2h′ij +
1
M22
h′′′ij
)
, p
(2)
ij = −
M¯2P
4M22
h′′ij. (6.7)
The quantization is obtained as usual by imposing the canonical commutators. In order to do
so, however, one should identify the independent degrees of freedom. The conditions in (3.3) tell us
that for a plane wave with given momentum ~q there are only two independent components for each
canonical variable. So to identify the two independent degrees of freedom we go to momentum
space and write for Fij ≡ {h(1)ij , p(1)ij , h(2)ij , p(1)ij },
Fij(η, ~x) =
∫
d3q
(2pi)3/2
ei~q·~x
∑
λ=±2
Fλ(η, ~q)e
λ
ij(qˆ), (6.8)
where eλij(qˆ) are the usual polarization tensors for helicities λ = ±2. We recall that for qˆ along
the third axis the polarization tensors that satisfy (3.3) are given by
e+211 = −e+222 = 1/2, e+212 = e+221 = i/2, e+23i = e+2i3 = 0, e−2ij = (e+2ij )∗ (6.9)
and for a generic momentum direction qˆ we can obtain eλij(qˆ) by applying to (6.9) a rotation that
connects the third axis with qˆ. The polarization tensors defined in this way obey
eλij(qˆ)(e
λ′
ij (qˆ))
∗ = δλλ
′
. (6.10)
As expected the tensor sector includes two fields with helicities±2: they correspond to the graviton
and the helicity ±2 components of the spin-2 ghost. These two fields make together the field hij
with a four-derivative Lagrangian. We can now impose the canonical commutators to the variable
Fλ:
[h
(l)
λ (η, ~q), p
(l′)
λ′ (η,
~k)†] = iδλλ′δll
′
δ(3)(~q − ~k), (and all the other commutators vanishing), (6.11)
which, according to the expansion in (6.8) and the condition in (6.10), lead to the following
canonical commutators in coordinate space:
[h
(l)
ij (η, ~x), p
(l′)
ij (η, ~y)] = 2iδ
ll′δ(3)(~x− ~y). (and all the other commutators vanishing). (6.12)
Now that we know how to quantize we come back to the action in (6.3) and the associated
equation
(a2h′ij)
′ − a2~∇2hij + 1
M22
(
h′′′′ij − 2~∇2h′′ij + ~∇4hij
)
= 0. (6.13)
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By using the expansion in (6.8) for hij we obtain
(a2h′λ)
′ + a2q2hλ +
1
M22
(
h′′′′λ + 2q
2h′′λ + q
4hλ
)
= 0. (6.14)
notice that, again, we can replace a2 and H here with the their pure de Sitter expressions, a2(η) =
1/(H2η2) and H = −1/η: indeed (2.25) shows that the error that is produced in this way is
beyond the next-to-leading order slow-roll approximation that we are using here. We then obtain
d4
dz4
hλ + 2
d2
dz2
hλ + hλ +
1
ρ
[
d
dz
(
1
z2
d
dz
hλ
)
+
1
z2
hλ
]
= 0, (6.15)
where we have introduced again z ≡ −qη and ρ ≡ H2/M22 . We now follow the method of [52,54] to
solve this equation and improve it, showing that it provides all the linearly independent solutions.
We write the differential operator appearing in this equation,
Dz ≡ d
4
dz4
+ 2
d2
dz2
+ 1 +
1
ρ
(
1
z2
d2
dz2
− 2
z3
d
dz
+
1
z2
)
, (6.16)
in two equivalent ways
Dz =
(
d2
dz2
+
2
z
d
dz
+ 1 +
1
ρz2
)(
d2
dz2
− 2
z
d
dz
+ 1
)
, (6.17)
Dz =
(
1
z2
d2
dz2
− 2
z3
d
dz
+
1
z2
)(
z2
d2
dz2
− 2z d
dz
+ 2 + z2 +
1
ρ
)
. (6.18)
Therefore, the solutions of the two second order equations(
d2
dz2
− 2
z
d
dz
+ 1
)
hλ = 0,
(
z2
d2
dz2
− 2z d
dz
+ 2 + z2 +
1
ρ
)
hλ = 0 (6.19)
are all solutions of the four-derivative equation in (6.15); we also show now that they are all
linearly independent. Substituting hλ → zµ(1)λ in the first equation and hλ → zµ(2)λ in the second
one we obtain the equivalent equations
d2µ
(1)
λ
dz2
+
(
1− 2
z2
)
µ
(1)
λ = 0,
d2µ
(2)
λ
dz2
+
(
1 +
1
ρz2
)
µ
(2)
λ = 0. (6.20)
The two linearly independent solutions of the first equation are
1− iz
z
eiz and its complex conjugate. (6.21)
While the two linearly independent solutions of the second one are
√
zJ√ρ−4
2
√
ρ
(z) + i
√
zY√ρ−4
2
√
ρ
(z) and its complex conjugate. (6.22)
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Now, given the hermiticity condition of the field in momentum space, hλ(η, ~q)
† = h−λ(η,−~q)
we can write8
hλ(η, ~q) = αλ(~q)w2(−ηq) + βλ(~q)f2(−ηq) + α†−λ(−~q)w∗2(−ηq) + β†−λ(−~q)f ∗2 (−ηq), (6.23)
where
w2(z) ≡ (1− iz)eiz, f2(z) ≡ z3/2
(
J√ρ−4
2
√
ρ
(z) + iY√ρ−4
2
√
ρ
(z)
)
(6.24)
and αλ(~q) and βλ(~q) are suitable coefficient (to be interpreted as operators in the quantum theory).
Their normalization can be fixed with a method similar to the one used for scalar and vector
perturbations. However, the situation here is more complicated because we have four functions
instead of two. We find that these four functions w2, w
∗
2, f2, f
∗
2 are linearly independent: their
Wronskian,
Wronskian =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
w2 w
∗
2 f2 f
∗
2
w′2 w
′∗
2 f
′
2 f
′∗
2
w′′2 w
′′∗
2 f
′′
2 f
′′∗
2
w′′′2 w
′′′∗
2 f
′′′
2 f
′′′∗
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (6.25)
is never zero as shown in fig. 1. It follows that we can always express αλ(~q), βλ(~q), α
†
−λ(−~q), β†−λ(−~q)
as linear functionals of hλ(η, ~q). Therefore, there exists only one assignment of the commutation
rules of these four operators that satisfy the canonical commutators in (6.11) (this result elim-
inates a loophole of previous determinations where the uniqueness of the commutation rules of
αλ(~q), βλ(~q), α
†
−λ(−~q), β†−λ(−~q) was not proved). The commutation rules we find are
[αλ(~q), α
†
λ′(
~k)] = cα(q)δλλ′δ
(3)(~q − ~k), [βλ(~q), β†λ′(~k)] = −
cα
F∗F δλλ′δ
(3)(~q − ~k) (6.26)
and all the other commutators equal to zero, where
cα(q) ≡ 2H
2
M¯2P q
3(1 + 2ρ)
, F ≡ (1− i)e
− 1
4
ipi
√
ρ−4
ρ
√
pi
. (6.27)
These commutators can be brought into the more standard form
[aλ(~q), a
†
λ′(
~k)] = δλλ′δ
(3)(~q − ~k), [bλ(~q), b†λ′(~k)] = −δλλ′δ(3)(~q − ~k) (6.28)
by defining
aλ(~q) ≡ 1√
cα(q)
αλ(~q), bλ(~q) ≡ F√
cα(q)
βλ(~q) (6.29)
which also leads to properly normalized modes
y2(η, q) =
√
2H
M¯P q3/2
√
1 + 2H
2
M22
(1 + iqη)e−iqη, (6.30)
g2(η, q) =
√
piHe
ipi
4
(
1+
√
1−4M
2
2
H2
)
M¯P q3/2
√
1 + 2H
2
M22
(−qη)3/2
(
J√
1
4
−M
2
2
H2
(−qη) + iY√
1
4
−M
2
2
H2
(−qη)
)
8The label 2 on these functions reminds us that we are dealing with the helicity ±2 sector.
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Figure 1: The Wronskian of the four solutions of the tensor perturbations on de Sitter space,
defined in eq. (6.25) as a function of the ratio between the Hubble rate and the ghost mass,
showing that the solutions are linearly independent. The inset shows the behaviour for H < 2M2
with a logarithmic vertical scale. The Wronskian does not depend on z because the fourth order
equation (6.15) does not have the term with three derivatives (Liouville theorem).
such that the initial function can be expressed as follows
hλ(η, ~q) = aλ(~q)y2(η, q) + bλ(~q)g2(η, q) + a
†
−λ(−~q)y∗2(η, q) + b†−λ(−~q)g∗2(η, q). (6.31)
The commutator on the left of (6.28) is the standard one for the graviton while the one on
the right corresponds to the ghost. In appendix B.3 we give a rationale for identifying aλ and
bλ as annihilation operators and a
†
λ and b
†
λ as creation operators; we also show there that the
Hamiltonian does not have any negative energy eigenvalue provided that the norms of the states
created by a†λ are positive and those with an odd number of b-quanta are negative. Notice that
the expression for y2 we find reduces to the standard graviton de Sitter mode when M2  H, but
for H M2 it is suppressed. The expressions of y2 and g2 agree with the previous determinations
of refs. [52, 54]. However, we observe here that for M2 > 2H a complex exponential appearing in
g2 becomes real,
e
ipi
4
√
1−4M
2
2
H2 = e
−pi
4
√
4
M2
2
H2
−1
, (M2 > 2H), (6.32)
and exponentially suppresses the ghost mode g2 for M2  H (just like what happened for the
vector mode g1). This is what we expect because for M2  H the effect of the ghost on the
inflationary perturbations should disappear.
Notice that the tensor modes associated with the ghost, g2(η, q), vanish at superhorizon scales,
η → 0, even faster than the vector modes. On the other hand, the modes y2(η, q), associated with
the ordinary graviton, do not vanish in this limit.
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7 Observational quantities
We consider the power spectrum of the perturbations that survive at superhorizon scales, namely
the curvature perturbation and the perturbations associated with the ordinary graviton, with
modes given in eq. (6.30), and, if M22/H
2 . 1/N , the extra scalar perturbation B. Besides
these ons, as usual, the presence of several scalar fields might lead to additional isocurvature
modes, which are constrained by observations (see e.g. [60]). We do not enter the analysis of such
effects because they are model-dependent and we wish to keep the analysis general here. Such
perturbations can be suppressed by an inflationary attractor that effectively reduces the system
to a single-field one. The presence of such an attractor has been established in [10] in some models
of the sort we analyse here (see also the analysis of the specific model of section 8).
In section 4 we have seen that the curvature perturbationR does not receive sizable corrections
from the ghost in the slow-roll approximation. Therefore, the associated power spectrum PR(k)
is (see e.g. [61])
PR(q) =
(
H
2pi
)2
N,iN
,i. (7.1)
where the field dependent number of e-folds N(φ) is defined in eq. (2.35) and in this section we
compute the power spectra at horizon exit q = aH. The corresponding spectral index ns is given
in terms of the slow-roll parameters  and ηij in (2.31) and (2.32) by [61,62]
ns = 1− 2− 2
M¯2PlN,iN
,i
+
2ηijN
,iN ,j
N,kN ,k
. (7.2)
In section 6, we have seen that the perturbation associated with the ordinary graviton is
suppressed with respect to the usual expression in Einstein gravity (see for example the textbook
[63]) by a factor of (1 + 2H2/M22 )
−1/2. Therefore, the power spectrum of tensor perturbations is
given by
Pt =
1
1 + 2H
2
M22
8
M¯2Pl
(
H
2pi
)2
. (7.3)
By taking the ratio between this equation and (7.1) we obtain the tensor-to-scalar ratio
r ≡ Pt
PR
=
1
1 + 2H
2
M22
8
M¯2PlN,iN
,i
. (7.4)
Also, we have seen in section 4 that, in addition to R, there is another scalar perturbation,
denoted with B, that survives at superhorizon scales for M22/H
2 . 1/N . The power spectrum PB
of the spatial gradient of B has been computed in [58] for a single-field inflationary model. The
results of section 4 show that the same formula holds for a general matter sector. It turns out
to be the same as the tensor power spectrum in Einstein’s gravity, except that it is smaller by a
factor of about ≈ 5:
PB =
3
2M¯2P
(
H
2pi
)2
. (7.5)
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We will conveniently parameterise the effect of B as it is done for the tensor perturbations: we
introduce the ratio
r′ ≡ PB
PR
=
3
2M¯2PlN,iN
,i
. (7.6)
Many models of inflation based on Einstein’s gravity predict a tensor power spectrum that is
small compared to the curvature power spectrum. Notice also that the correlation between the
power spectrum of this isocurvature mode and R is suppressed at superhorizon scales: indeed,
B contains only the creation and annihilation operators of Ψ, while R only those of the scalar
field fluctuations ϕi at these scales and in the slow-roll approximation. Therefore, the bounds on
isocurvature power spectra of the last Planck data [60] can be easily fulfilled.
We see that the main observational implication of the presence of the ghost in the inflationary
perturbations is to suppress r and to introduce another scalar perturbation for small ghost masses,
M2 . H/
√
N . The spectral index ns and the power spectrum PR in general is insensitive to the
ghost. We also stress that this conclusion is independent of the matter content of the theory.
8 An example: the Higgs and the planckion
We apply now the results we obtained to a simple, yet realistic setup: we assume that the only
scalar fields that can be active during inflation are the Higgs field, a scalar s that generates the
Planck scale9 through its VEV 〈s〉, that is M¯2P = ξs〈s〉2, and of course ζ, which corresponds to
the R2 term in the Lagrangian (see section 2.1). Because the Planck mass is due to s, this field
can be thought of as a Higgs of gravity. In Refs. [10,64,65] it has been shown that ordinary Higgs
inflation [66–72] (because of the sizable running of its quartic self-coupling [73–75]) always plays
a subdominant role during inflation. One can therefore restrict the attention to s and ζ.
There is a mixing between s and ζ and the mass eigenvalues are [3, 10]
M± =
M2s + ξcM
2
0
2
± 1
2
√
(M2s + ξcM
2
0 )
2 − 4M2sM20 , (8.1)
where M20 ≡ f 20 M¯2P/2, M2s ≡ 〈∂2V/∂s2〉 and ξc ≡ 1 + 6ξs.
In Refs. [3, 10] inflation has been considered in this setup, but assuming that the ghost does
not play a significant role. This is always the case at the background level as the FRW metric is
conformally flat and the effect of the Weyl-squared term vanishes. That is also the case at the
linear level in the perturbations whenever the ghost mass satisfies M2  H. Here we would like
to extend this analysis to smaller values of M2. By taking into account the Weyl-squared term,
in addition to R and the tensor perturbation there is in general another relevant perturbation:
the isocurvature scalar mode B. The corresponding power spectra have been given in the general
case in section 7. We assume here M22/H
2 . 1/N because the other case M22/H2 & 1/N can be
simply obtained by neglecting B.
As shown in [10], there is an inflationary attractor that effectively reduces the system to a
single-field inflationary model: this single field is in general a combination of s and ζ, which,
9The conditions on the field content to achieve this dynamical generation of the Planck scale have been discussed
in [3]. Here ξs is the non minimal coupling between s and the Ricci scalar, appearing in the Lagrangian as −ξss2R/2.
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Figure 2: The ratio r′ between the isocurvature power spectrum PB of (the gradient of) B and the
the curvature power spectrum PR as defined in eq. (7.6), as a function of the ratio between the
two mass parameters of ζ and s, respectively, setting the dominant inflaton (as explained in the
text). The corresponding values of r are given in eq. (8.4). The insets show the values of ns. An
interval of e-folds of 55 < N < 65 is considered (N suppresses r′ and enhances ns). The plot on
the left show the results for ξs = 0.1, while that on the right for ξs = 1.
however, reduces to s when M0 Ms and to z in the other limit. These two cases correspond to
the following predictions.
• For M0 Ms (s-inflation) the inflationary predictions are
ns ≈ 1− 2
N
N≈60≈ 0.967, r′ ≈ 3
2N
N≈60≈ 0.025 r ≈ 1
1 + 2H
2
M22
8
N
N≈60≈ 0.13
1 + 2H
2
M22
. (8.2)
The scalar amplitude PR = M
2
sN
2/(6pi2M¯2P ) is reproduced for Ms ≈ 1.4× 1013 GeV.
• In the opposite limit (ζ-inflation) one realizes Starobinsky’s inflation and the inflationary
predictions are
ns ≈ 1− 2
N
N≈60≈ 0.967, r′ ≈ 9
4N2
N≈60≈ 0.0006, r ≈ 1
1 + 2H
2
M22
12
N2
N≈60≈ 0.003
1 + 2H
2
M22
. (8.3)
The scalar amplitude PR = f
2
0N
2/(48pi2) is reproduced for f0 ≈ 1.8× 10−5.
In fig. 2 we present r′ and ns for intermediate values of M0/Ms. The corresponding value of r
is given by
r =
16r′
3(1 + 2H
2
M22
)
, (8.4)
where we combined (7.5), (7.6), (7.3) and (7.4). We see that r is strongly suppressed when
M2  H: this limit is relevant because, for example, the maximal value of M2 compatible with
the solution of the hierarchy problem discussed in [3] is ∼ 1011 GeV, while the typical value of the
inflationary H in this setup is ∼ 1013 GeV. We find that r′ satisfies the bound on isocurvature
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power spectra of [60] by taking an appropriate value of f0 (this condition is required to match the
observed PR and leads typically to f0 ∼ 10−5); in the limit of pure s-inflation we find, however,
that the bounds are very close to the predictions, which suggests that this possibility can be tested
with future observations [76]. The prediction of ns is quite stable as a function of M0/Ms and
agrees well with the bounds of [60]. Finally, r always satisfies the bounds of [60] when M0 Ms.
In the opposite limit there is some tension when M2 & H as s-inflation is essentially due to a
quadratic potential that predicts a rather large value of r. This tension, however, disappears if
we take instead M2  H, as suggested by ref. [3]. We see that a relatively light ghost can allow
even an inflation due to a quadratic potential.
9 Issues due to the Weyl-squared term
Depending on how the probability is defined, the decay width of the ghost, Γ2, may be negative
leading to interpretational issues. Feynman has pointed out that negative probabilities are still
acceptable if the corresponding events are somewhat unobservables [77]. The processes affected
by Γ2 < 0 in our case might be interpreted as nothing but intermediate processes of complete
events with positive total probability, along the lines of [29,77]. In the early universe these consist
typically of decays of the inflaton into ghosts and other particles followed by ghost decays, which
lead to total positive probabilities.
Ref. [49] pointed out10, however, that such intermediate processes lead to a microscopic vi-
olation of causality; to show this the authors considered two stable particles prepared in some
initial state, that come close enough to interact through the exchange of a ghost, and are later
detected. Ref. [49] considered a scalar ghost on flat space; it is not known whether the same
result holds for a spin-2 state on de Sitter space-time and we leave a complete analysis for future
work. However, even if it were the case some necessary conditions should be met to conclude that
causality is violated: first, the energy should not be much smaller than the ghost mass in order
to see these effects; second, one should be able to tell where the initial and final particles are
and what their momenta are (otherwise it would not be possible to reconstruct where and when
the ghost is annihilated and produced). The first condition forces H or T to be comparable or
larger than the ghost mass. The second condition implies that the initial and final particles should
be non-relativistic and can only be met if H and the temperature T are much smaller than the
mass of the colliding particles. We observe that stable particles with masses fulfilling the second
condition do not necessarily exist in a given no-scale model; for example, in the case of section
8 the inflatons have typically masses of order 1013 GeV, but they are unstable [10]. Even if all
the necessary conditions to have acausality were satisfied we now argue that the possible acausal
processes are diluted by the expansion of the universe.
First ignore finite temperature effects and consider the inflationary period. In this section
we denote with Hinf the corresponding Hubble rate. Given that (for moderate extensions of the
Standard Model) |Γ2| . M32/M¯2P [42], for11 M2 . Hinf we have that Γ2 is small compared to
the Hubble rate during inflation. Indeed, the observational constraint on Hinf from the Planck
observatory, Hinf < 3.6× 10−5M¯P (see sec 5.1 of [60]) implies Γ2 . 10−9Hinf . Therefore, the effect
10See also [48] for a previous discussion by Coleman.
11The case M2  Hinf should be viable because corresponds to a decoupled ghost during inflation.
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of the possible acausal processes would be diluted by the universe expansion. The dilution takes
place even later, as long as |Γ2| . H, and is described by the Boltzmann equation for the ghost
number density ng, that is n˙g + 3Hng ∼ −Γ2ng, which leads to a decreasing ng for H & |Γ2|.
On the other hand, when H becomes smaller than Γ2 it is also much smaller than the ghost
mass and the possible acausal processes cannot be observable as argued before (we are using here
M2  Γ2 which is amply satisfied whenever12 M2  M¯P ).
Finally, let us consider the finite temperature effects. Effectively, the maximal temperature
reached during the universe expansion is the reheating temperature. This quantity has been
computed in [10], at least in some realizations of the no-scale scenario, and turns out to be not
larger than 109 GeV. This is much smaller than M2 if one saturates the bound M2 . 1011 GeV
of [3], required to solve the hierarchy problem, and no sizable effects due to the ghost are expected.
10 Conclusions
In this work we have analysed all inflationary perturbations in the most general (classically) scale-
invariant theory: this includes all terms quadratic in curvature (the R2 and the Weyl-squared
terms), the most general no-scale matter Lagrangian and the non-minimal couplings between
the scalar fields and R. The scales we observe in nature are generated dynamically through
dimensional transmutation, in which scale-invariance is broken by quantum effects.
The main results we have found are the following.
• We have performed a detailed and careful analysis of all sectors: scalar, vector and tensor
perturbations. The corresponding modes are found by means of a Lagrangian approach.
We have also shown that the full conserved Hamiltonian for all the perturbations does not
feature negative energies if appropriately quantized. An explanation is provided for how
the behaviour of ordinary Einstein’s gravity coupled to a generic matter sector is recovered
when the ghost mass M2 is much bigger than the Hubble rate during inflation Hinf .
• The expressions of all the (potentially) observable quantities derived from the relevant power
spectra are presented for the most general scale-invariant theory: the curvature power-
spectrum with the corresponding scalar spectra index ns, the tensor power spectrum and
the power spectrum of an isocurvature mode B associated with the helicity-0 component of
the spin-2 ghost.
• Then, these general results have been applied to a specific concrete model where the scalar
sector features the planckion s (the scalar field whose VEV generates the Planck scale) and
the Higgs field, in addition to, of course, the Starobinsky scalar ζ due to the R2 term. When
M2  Hinf we recover the results of [10]. For smaller values of M2 the tensor-to-scalar ratio
r becomes suppressed and allows s-inflation (which is instead generically in tension with
observations for M2 > Hinf). More generally, M2 < Hinf render viable a large class of models
which were in tension with the most recent observations by Planck [60], such as inflationary
models with quadratic potentials. For these small values of M2 there is a scalar isocurvature
12The opposite case M2 & M¯P obviously does not create phenomenological problems because corresponds to a
ghost decoupled for energies below the Planck scale.
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mode, B, which, however, is consistent with the bounds on the isocurvature power spectra
of [60]. Interestingly, however, its power spectrum is rather close to the observational bounds
for s-inflation, leading to the possibility to test this model with future observations.
• We have also argued that the possible issues due to the spin-2 ghost associated with the
Weyl-squared term do not create phenomenological problems in some no-scale models, at
least when M2 is close to the upper bound which ensures the naturalness of the Higgs mass,
M2 ≤ 1011 GeV.
The present work has several possible future applications. For example, it would be interesting
to apply the general formulæ derived here to no-scale models where scale-invariance is broken by
non-perturbative effects [1] and in general to many no-scale models, other than the one considered
in section 8. Also, the identification of the quantum perturbations we have performed, with the
associated Hilbert space and energy spectra, opens the way to a consistent analysis of non-linear
quantum effects on cosmological backgrounds. Perhaps the results of [33] on the quantization of
interacting four-derivative theories can be useful in such analysis.
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A Lagrange and Hamilton methods in four-derivative the-
ories
Let us consider a physical system described by a certain number of coordinates qi. The case
of fields can be obtained by promoting the index i to a space coordinate ~x. We restrict our
attention to systems described by equations of motion with at most four time-derivatives and
with a Lagrangian that depends on q, q′, q′′ (we here understand the index i) and a possible
explicit dependence on time η:
L(q, q′, q′′, η) (A.1)
The case in which L does not explicitly depend on time has been considered in [79]. We here extend
this formalism to a possible time-dependence, which is relevant when studying the perturbations
around cosmological backgrounds (see e.g. section 6).
The minimal action principle tells us that the variation δS of the corresponding action with
respect to variations δq of the coordinates that vanish on the time boundaries should be zero13:
0 = δS =
∫ (
∂L
∂q
δq +
∂L
∂q′
δq′ +
∂L
∂q′′
δq′′
)
(A.2)
By integrating by parts the second term once and the third term twice we obtain the Lagrange
equations of motion for four-derivative theories
d
dη
(
∂L
∂q′
− d
dη
∂L
∂q′′
)
=
∂L
∂q
. (A.3)
13The summation on the index i is understood: for example ∂L∂q δq ≡
∑
i
∂L
∂qi
δqi.
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We can move to the Hamilton approach by defining two canonical coordinates
q1 ≡ q, q2 ≡ q′. (A.4)
In this case the useful way of defining the conjugate momenta is
pl ≡ δL
δq′l
≡ ∂L
∂q′l
− d
dη
∂L
∂q′′l
, (A.5)
where the index l runs over 1, 2. Let us see why. First, we assume that we can invert the relations
(A.4) and (A.5) and obtain q, q′, q′′ as a function of q1, q2, p1, p2. This assumption is satisfied for
example in the tensor sector studied in section 6. Then, define as usual the Hamiltonian H as
H = q′lpl − L(q, q′, q′′, η) (A.6)
and regard H as a function of ql, pl and η only:
H = H(ql, pl, η). (A.7)
We now consider an infinitesimal variation of the Hamiltonian and we compute it in two different
ways, by using (A.6) and (A.7). Respectively we have
dH = pldq
′
l + q
′
ldpl −
∂L
∂q
dq − ∂L
∂q′
dq′ − ∂L
∂q′′
dq′′ − ∂L
∂η
, (A.8)
dH =
∂H
∂ql
dql +
∂H
∂pl
dpl +
∂H
∂η
. (A.9)
By using
∂L
∂q′′
=
∂L
∂q′2
=
∂L
∂q′2
− d
dη
∂L
∂q′′2
= p2, (A.10)
(where we observed that L does not depend on q′′2 = q
′′′ in four-derivative systems) and
∂L
∂q′
= p1 +
d
dη
∂L
∂q′′
(A.11)
in the first expression of dH we obtain
dH = q′ldpl −
∂L
∂q
dq − d
dη
∂L
∂q′′
dq′ − ∂L
∂η
= q′ldpl −
∂L
∂q
dq − p′2dq′ −
∂L
∂η
. (A.12)
The use of the Lagrange equation allows to write the term ∂L
∂q
dq as follows
∂L
∂q
dq =
d
dη
(
∂L
∂q′
− d
dη
∂L
∂q′′
)
dq = p′1dq (A.13)
so
dH = q′ldpl − p′ldql −
∂L
∂t
. (A.14)
By comparing now this expression with the one in (A.9) we obtain
q′l =
∂H
∂pl
, p′l = −
∂H
∂ql
,
∂H
∂η
= −∂L
∂η
. (A.15)
Therefore we see that in four-derivative systems with a possible time-dependence the Hamilton
equations have the standard form provided that the definition of the conjugate momenta are
modified according to (A.5).
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B Hamiltonian approach
We study here the Hamiltonian of the system on de Sitter space-time and its spectrum. We show
that, with an appropriate quantization, the full Hamiltonian has a non-negative spectrum when
it is conserved.
B.1 Scalar perturbations
Let us start with the scalar fields ϕ. We will consider this standard case in detail first and then
extend the methods developed here to the other sectors.
From the expression of the Lagrangian (4.6) and the conjugate momentum (4.7) we obtain the
Hamiltonian
Hϕ =
∫
d3xHϕ, Hϕ = a
2
2
(
pi2ϕ
a4
− ϕ~∇2ϕ+m2a2ϕ2
)
. (B.1)
In general the Hamiltonian on de Sitter space-time is not conserved, even on the solutions of the
equations of motion. However, it becomes conserved at early times, η → −∞. Notice that in this
limit eqs. (4.11) and (B.1) tell us that the effect of the mass, m, becomes negligible and we can
therefore set m = 0. We have
Hϕ = 2a
2
∫
d3q q2 |y0(η, ~q)|2 1
2
(
a†0(~q)a0(~q) + a0(~q)a
†
0(~q)
)
, (η → −∞) (B.2)
and by using the expression of y0 in (4.13) and a
2 = 1/(Hη)2 we find
Hϕ =
∫
d3q
q
2
(
a†0(~q)a0(~q) + a0(~q)a
†
0(~q)
)
, (η → −∞). (B.3)
The fact that a†0 and a0 respectively creates and annihilates quanta of positive norm guarantees
that the Hamiltonian has positive eigenvalues.
If one repeats the same steps for the scalar perturbation Ψˆ of the metric one finds that its
term in the Hamiltonian is
HΨ = −
∫
d3q
q
2
(
b0(~q)
†b0(~q) + b0(~q)b0(~q)†
)
, (η → −∞). (B.4)
In this case one can ensure that the spectrum of HΨ is bounded from below by introducing a
negative norm for the states with an odd number of quanta created and annihilated by b†0 and b0
respectively.
B.2 Vector perturbations
By using the Lagrangian in (5.3) and the momenta in (5.4) the Hamiltonian for vector perturba-
tions turns out to be
HV =
∫
d3x
[
M22
M¯2P
Pj ~∇−2Pj + M¯
2
P
4
(
a2Vj ~∇2Vj − 1
M22
Vj ~∇4Vj
)]
. (B.5)
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Notice that it contains the inverse Laplacian operator ~∇−2. This inverse operator can be treated
by going to momentum space: by inserting the Fourier decomposition (5.5) in HV we obtain
HV = −
∑
λ=±1
∫
d3q
[
M22
M¯2P q
2
(Pλ)
†Pλ +
M¯2P q
2
4
(Vλ)
†
(
a2 +
q2
M22
)
Vλ
]
. (B.6)
By using the equations of motion in (5.10) again one can show that the Hamiltonian is conserved
at early times, η → −∞. Also, in the same limit, we find
HV = −
∑
λ=±1
∫
d3q
q
2
(
c†λ(~q)cλ(~q) + cλ(~q)c
†
λ(~q)
)
, (η → −∞). (B.7)
and we can proceed to stabilize the Hamiltonian as we did for the helicity zero field Ψˆ.
B.3 Tensor perturbations
The Hamiltonian for the tensor perturbations is
HT =
∫
d3x
(
p
(a)
ij h
′(a)
ij −LT
)
=
∫
d3x
[
p
(1)
ij h
(2)
ij −
2M22
M¯2P
p
(2)
ij p
(2)
ij
−M¯
2
P
8
h
(2)
ij
(
a2 − 2
M22
~∇2
)
h
(2)
ij −
M¯2P
8
h
(1)
ij
(
a2~∇2 − 1
M22
~∇4
)
h
(1)
ij
]
. (B.8)
Notice that inserting the expansion (6.8) in (B.8) leads to
HT =
∑
λ=±2
∫
d3q
[
(p
(1)
λ )
†h(2)λ −
2M22
M¯2P
(p
(2)
λ )
†p(2)λ (B.9)
−M¯
2
P
8
(h
(2)
λ )
†
(
a2 +
2q2
M22
)
h
(2)
λ +
M¯2P q
2
8
(h
(1)
λ )
†
(
a2 +
q2
M22
)
h
(1)
λ
]
.
By using the field decomposition in (6.31) and the expressions for the canonical variables in
(6.4) and (6.7) we find (in the η → −∞ limit)
HT =
∑
λ=±2
∫
d3q
{
qM22
2H2 +M22
[
a†λ(~q)aλ(~q)−
(
1 + 4
H2
M22
)
b†λ(~q)bλ(~q) (B.10)
−2iH
2
M22
(a†λ(~q)bλ(~q)− b†λ(~q)aλ(~q))
]
+
q
2
(
[aλ(~q), a
†
λ(~q)]− [bλ(~q), b†λ(~q)]
)}
.
This shows that also the tensor Hamiltonian is conserved in this limit, but it is non-obvious
whether its spectrum is non-negative.
In order to see that this is the case we consider the set of transformations
a˜λ =
1√
c
(
aλ + i
√
1− c bλ
)
, (B.11)
b˜λ =
√
1− c
c
(
aλ + i
bλ√
1− c
)
, (B.12)
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where c is a real number constrained by 0 < c < 1, but otherwise arbitrary. Notice that, for any
c, the commutation rules of a˜λ and b˜λ are the same as those of aλ and bλ, respectively (see eq.
(6.28)):
[a˜λ(~q), a˜
†
λ′(
~k)] = δλλ′δ
(3)(~q − ~k), [b˜λ(~q), b˜†λ′(~k)] = −δλλ′δ(3)(~q − ~k). (B.13)
By inserting the transformation (B.11)-(B.12) in the Hamiltonian HT one finds an expression that
apparently depends on c. However, this dependence is spurious because c is only an arbitrary
parameter of the transformation and cannot affect the physical properties. In particular we can
take the small c limit, where the Hamiltonian simply reduces to
HT =
∑
λ=±2
∫
d3q
q
2
[
a˜†λ(~q)a˜λ(~q) + a˜λ(~q)a˜
†
λ(~q)−
(
b˜†λ(~q)b˜λ(~q) + b˜λ(~q)b˜
†
λ(~q)
)]
. (B.14)
Therefore, we see that HT does not have negative eigenvalues provided that the norms of the
states created by a˜†λ are all positive, while those with an odd number of quanta created by b˜
†
λ are
negative. It is easy to see that the same conditions hold for the original operators a†λ and b
†
λ by
using the transformation for (B.11) and (B.12).
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